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NEVER PRESENT IN POSITION, ONLY EVER IN PASSING
2019

‘Never present in position, only ever in passing’ aims to investigate the 
theme of the relationship between two bodies and plumb the world of 
possibility and how it can be represented.
It questions the feelings we have when we enter into a relationship with a 
body close to us: we feel a sort of potential charge, an almost constrained 
and expectant energy that accompanies the existing relationship of 
matter in space. The reflection on this invisible and ineffable element of 
the relationship moves a fundamental question on the importance and 
weight of this invisible.
By creatig an immersive environement, with two video projections and 
six different voices telling stories of encounters, the work suggests to 
overtake a dualistic view of reality and a division between Body and 
Thought. The way in which we approach the theme of the relationship 
with the other, the importance we can give to the incorporeal created by 
an encounter that moves towards a change of the bodies themselves, 
is finally fundamental for an ethical change in the way we relate with 
everything that is the other.

Never present in position, only ever in passing, 2 channel video, 4 channel sound, mirror, 
MFA Goldsmiths Degree Show, London, 2019.
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CHAPTER X
2018

Chapter X is an ongoing project that reflects on the idea of 
an Ontoetichs, its application in our everyday life, and on the 

concept of language and comunication. 

“ By understanding how we are affected by the relations in 
which we engage, we come to understand our powers to act, 
our capacity to transform passions, which affect us passively, 

into activity, the capacity to affect.”

Elizabeth Grosz, The Incorporeal; Ontology, Ethics, and the 
Limits of Materialism

Chapter X, digital prints, video, sound, London, 2018.
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ME, YOU, AND THE FOG IN BETWEEN US
2018

“It is even more unusual that an ethics or politics consider itself 
in connection with an ontology, an account of what constitutes 
the real, what exists in this world that we collectively share with 
all forms of life. […] It is only rarely that ontology is addressed 
not only in terms of what is but also in term of how what is 
may enable what might be. Ontology has been increasingly 
directed toward explaining scientific and mathematical 
models, for which ethical considerations seem conceptually 
extrinsic. Yet an ontology entails a consideration of the future, 
not only of what we can guarantee or be certain but above all 
what virtualities in the present may enable in the future. […] 
Ontologies have ethical and political implications in the sense 
that they make a difference to how we live and act, what we 

value, and how we produce and create.”

Elizabeth Grosz, The Incorporeal; Ontology, Ethics, and the 
Limits of Materialism

Me, You, and the fog in Between Us, video and sound installation, mixed media, 
GOLD X contribution to DEPTFORD X 2018, LESOCO Asquit Gibbs Building, 
London, 2018





POTENTIALS IN A NON-PLACE #1
2018

Unfamiliar Shift aims to deepen our concept of 
space, the perception we have of it and how we can 
physically and mentally modify it creating a shift. The 
viewer becomes an activating element of this shift and 
therefore the relationship with the work and with the 
space created within the work is fundamental. The 
show generates continuous changes in perspective 
that, thanks to the viewer’s reaction with the work, 
suggest an unusual approach to the concept of space.
The exhibition therefore reflects on one hand on the 
concept of space of the artwork itself and its fruition, 
on how it is experienced and modified by the viewer in 
relation to it, therefore a space as a measurement, like 
the work made by Rory Beard. On the other hand the 
reflection extends towards the concept of expected/
unexpected space, of a projection of the sight, of a 
change of perspective as experienced in the work of 
Lucy Turner. 
Or again the space can be perceived in Shuaiting Li’s 
work in its dual reality and as a space of freedom of 
the point of view that can see both the current and 
the virtual reality of the same space, or it can be an 
interactive part of the art piece, as explored by Charlie 
Yetton as something metaphysically and emotionally 
in between the viewer and the work. In the end, it can 
be also seen as something full of potentiality that links 
two bodies in an intimate distance, and what is usually 
seen as vacuum shift and become something full and 
it being visualised in reality by Irene Adorni.

Unfamiliar Shift, Press release.

Potentials in a non-place #1, seven digital prints on organza,
wood, No Format Gallery, London, 2018.





OLOGRAM
2018

INTIMACY
2018

In the two series called Ologram and Intimacy, the research is focused 
on the registrations of the relational spaces in between bodies in an 
intimate or personal distance, as it is defined by Edward T.Hall in his 
foundational work on proxemics, The Hidden Dimension. The relational 
spaces formed by those bodies however are observed into places in 
wich the world ‘intimate’ and ‘personal’ are negated by the function 
of the place itself: the non-places, as Marc Auge’ defines them. For 
the serie ‘Ologram’, the  main  non-places analysed  are airports and 
train stations, whilst the serie ‘ Intimacy’ is more interested in the stock-

exchanges.
Are bodies into an intimate and personal distance aware of their relational 

potentiality when observed into a  non-place? 

Ologram, Studio#1, digital prints on organza, wood, 1,30 x 1,27 cm, 
 London, 2018  
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Intimacy, screen printing on alluminium, 1,20 x  60 cm, London, 2018  
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RELATIONAL THREE-BODY MOTIONS
2017

‘ […] If today Geometry is non-Euclidean, Physic is non-
Newtonian, Chemistry is non-Lavoiserian, philosophy 
must also be a negation of its own history, and so a 
Philosophy of No. [...] If philosophical Thought and 
scientific Spirit are two different ways of operating, they 
can not be superimposed because the first is [...] finalist 
and closed, while the latter has become dialectical and 
open thanks to quantum mechanics. The Philosophy of 
No must let itself be guided by scientific progress and 
therefore [...] denying all the previous systems of its own 
story, will end up encompassing all of them.’

Giuseppe Quarta 
on G. Bachelard’s The Philosophy of No

Relational three-body motions, three digital prints on paper, 83 x 109 cm,
London, 2017





Untold / Unseen, site-specific installation, wood, paper, neon lights, sound. Porto dell’Arte, 
Bologna 2017.

UNTOLD / UNSEEN
2017

Untold / Unseen reflects on the knowledge made by our 
senses, which in some cases betrays our body, hiding 
some imperceptible phenomena that still characterize our 
life. The senses often allow us to perceive only the final 
result of the processes and not all the various aspects 

from which they arise.
Irene Adorni turns this matter into an artistic problem, 
trying to grasp the most physical and tactile aspect of a 
relationship. The passage in the corridor of Porto dell’Arte 
will be blocked, the visitor will face the materialization 
of the spaces that had been left empty in the previous 
exhibitons. Some photographs are triggered by the artist 
as a process for which a portion of circumscribed reality 
takes shape, outlined by the profiles of the people in the 

shots.
In the quantistic theory the entanglement is a descriptive 
phenomenon coming from the observation of two 
particles, which, under certain conditions, maintain 
a link at very high distances. This theory can be read 
as a metaphor for understanding the research carried 
out by Irene Adorni, who, besides intending to create 
a relational space between different subjects, frames 
and circumscribes the presence of a series of invisible, 
transparent, diaphanes. The distance of one meter to a 
particle equals millions of miles for a human, but both the 
human being and the particles move and inhabit space, 

creating  a territory saturated of subjectivity.

Porto dell’Arte #6, Press release. 
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A HUNDRED RELATIONAL SPACES
2016

On the wall there are represented a hundred relational 
spaces obtained from photographs and drawings that I 
considered significant because full of potentiality .
Each space is engraved on a plate so that what is 
commonly considered to be empty is now highlighted 
and gains shape and density.
This form is given by the concentration of all the potential 
relationships existing and latent when the two bodies 
enter in relation.
But only one of them has come true, the instant 
represented in the plates is already defined.
The potential is there, suspended, shining like a mirror.
You could try to define and describe this ensemble of 
non-realized, but words are not enough, they are 
limiting and do not do justice to its potential.
Denial of the power of the word, the potential forced into 
silence.
Only one sound can be heard, the union of all of these 
words spoken simultaneously can create, a cold sound 
like the surface of these spaces, which resonates within 
itself moment by moment.
This is the attempt to represent a hundred relational 
spaces, bachelardian moments, one hundred of 
Barbours’s ‘Nows’, engraved, indefinable, immobile, 
suspended.

A Hundred Relational Spaces, etchings on zinc plates , loop projection, 
sound, 220 x 140 cm , Bologna 2016  [exibition view Academy of Fine 

Arts in Bologna in 2016 ]
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EIGHT MINUTES AND THIRTY-TWO
2015

‘ In space there are neither duration nor succession, in 
the sense in which consciousness intends these terms: 
each of the successive states of the so-called external 
world exists by itself, and their multiplicity’ is actually ‘just 
for a capable conscience before storing , and then to 

juxtapose externalizing in relation to each other. ‘

                                   Henri Bergson

Time of Science and Consciousness Time.
Can an object have memory?

Still from Eight minutes and thirty-two, six simultaneous HD projection
video, 8 ‘32’ ‘, Bologna 2015.
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FOURTH SACRAMENT
2014

These four pillars and their acoustic architecture are one 
of the best known secrets of Bologna and I  wanted 

them to constitute a place where I could store mine.
Secrets made of heavy words, almost shameful, 
confessed to anyone who would listen, to lighten from 
my sins, like a leper did with its own in this place a 

thousand years ago.
Now here I am, a bell less for every confession, which 

absolves me and the fourth sacrament.

Fourth Sacrament, site-specific performance lasting 3 hours, 
performer, 200 bells tied to her ankles, a file, Iphone5, Piazza 
Maggiore, Bologna 2014.
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THE ORIGINAL USE OF THE WORD
2014

The attempt to relate with each other is also an overdriven 
gesture of  humans to communicate with one’s inner 
self, which is often limited from the body.
A communication that is based solely on the outer image 
acquires greater importance because of the devaluation 
of the communicative power of language that we have 
today.
As a result while the connections between two people 
could be so many and powerful to potentially approach 
to a utopian communication and a total comprehension, 
due to the devaluation of the power of the word as well 
as the importance of the image of the body alone, the 
effective communication is thus limited and weakened.   

Still from The Original Use Of The Word, HD video, 3 ‘21’ ‘loop,
Bologna

2014.
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Irene Adorni
Parma, Italia, 1990

Education
2017-2019 Goldsmiths University of London, MFA Fine Art
2019 Europe Innovation Business School, Master for  EU-Projects Designers
2013-2016 Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna, Department of Painting  ( prof. Giovanni Mundula ).
2004-2009 Liceo Classico G.D. Romagnosi, Parma.

Workshop e Seminars
2019 Say Aaaaahhhh, Deep Listening Workshop by Cathy Lane, organized by Goldsmiths University, London. 
2016 Seminar on the Identity, organized by Luca Caccioni, Bologna.
2015 Metacinema, Seminar organized by Piero Deggiovanni, Bologna.
2014 installations and performances: a site-specific practice, Workshop by di Chiara Mu, Bologna.
2013 Ren.Con.Tre, Seminar organized by Lelio Aiello, Bologna.

Exhibitions
2019 ArtVerona 2019, selected artist for Castro Offsite Project, Verona
2019 LOOK, THERE IS A MONSTER COMING!, group show, CampoBase, Turin
2019 GOLDSMITHS DEGREE SHOW, Ben Pimlott Building, Goldsmiths University, London
2019 SAY AAAAAHHHHHH, performative group event at The Old Operating Theatre, London
2018 LARNACA BIENNALE, group show, Larnaca Municipal Gallery, Cyprus 
2018 GOLD X contribution to DEPTFORD X, LESOCO Asquith Gibbs Building, London
2018 UNFAMILIAR SHIFT, group show at No Format Gallery, London
2017 UNTOLD / UNSEEN, solo show at Porto dell’Arte, Bologna.
2016 ART FEST, Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna.
2016 OTTO ( curated by Limitrofi) Garages di Via Zuffardi, Fornovo Taro (PR)
2016 ART NIGHT, White Night for ArteFiera 2016, Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna. 
2015 Campa Cavallo ( curated by Limitrofi) Garages di Via Zuffardi, Fornovo Taro (PR).
2015 ART NIGHT, White Night for ArteFiera 2015 , Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna.
2014 Fourth Sacrament, concluding performance of the Workshop Installation and performance: a site-specific practice with Chiara Mu, Bologna. 
2014 SEI (curated by Limitrofi), Garages di Via Zuffardi, Fornovo Taro (PR).
2014 STEP014 ( curated by Lelio Aiello and Massimo Marchetti), Novella Guerra, Imola.
2013 CINQUE ( curated by Limitrofi), Ex Ferramenta, Fornovo Taro (PR).
2013 Tutti abbiamo una storia da raccontare (curated by Giuliana Anelli ), Museo delle Mura, Borgo Val di Taro (PR).

Pubblications
2018 Diario di Bordo, Porto dell’Arte, Bologna.
2017 Principles of a quantum aesthetic, Irene Adorni in Bologna, Paquale Fameli for Forme Uniche.
2016 The space and time of relation: how a physics theory becomes a multimedia installation, Irene Adorni, Bologna.
2014 Catalog of the exhibition Step/014, Bologna.
2013 Catalog of the exhibition Tutti abbiamo una storia da raccontare, Museo delle Mura, Borgo Var di Taro (PR).
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https://vimeo.com/user51269705
https://www.behance.net/ireneadorn8b1a

irene.adorni@gmail.com
+39 389 4967996


